“I AM NUMBER SEVEN...”

“I am number seven...” I take these four words seriously as they revealed to me that living in poverty can strengthen one’s resolve to face challenges. This statement, created a memorable and meaningful moment for me at JUMP in August.

Like any other day at JUMP, people arrived as early as 7:00am. Outside, everyone kept track of their number in line, as well as the order of surrounding community members. When our doors opened, as always at 8:30, with purpose, some took the stairs and others the elevator (due to strollers, wheelchairs or physical limitations) up to JUMP.

On this day, I supervised as individuals signed their names on the numbered check-in sheet. Number one signed, then numbers two and three, etc... and suddenly confusion, accompanied by more confusion and then I asked, “Who is next in line? Who’s number seven?” “I am number seven.” stated the elderly African gentleman with an amputated leg. While at the same time, another individual continued to write their name in the number seven slot. After which I immediately picked up the clipboard and turned to my right, so the elderly gentlemen could write his name in the next slot...number eight. “I am number seven,” he said again, to which I replied, “Number seven has been taken, please sign right here, number eight.” “No, I am number seven...” he repeated. “Number seven is taken, please sign here at number eight.” “No, I AM NUMBER SEVEN.” “I am sure you are except number seven is taken, I have number eight saved for you.” “NO, I AM NUMBER SEVEN.”

I proceeded to explain that at JUMP, we do the best we can with limited resources to address any confusion and/or unnecessary stress the sign-in line can cause. Adding, “We are sorry for any inconvenience.” His response, “I am number seven.”

At this point, I identified myself as the Managing Director, asked him his name, and wrote it in the number eight slot for him. I then sat with him, hoping I could help this proud adamant man understand why he was not Number Seven. As we spoke, he relaxed, and the atmosphere shifted. His eyes, words and expression conveyed that he had regained his sense of dignity and self-worth.

For me the conversation was refreshing and a reminder of the importance and value of being heard and taken seriously.

Having had the opportunity to listen first hand to his story, I began to realize that we are all “Number Seven” - we are all waiting on something. Even a simple shared experience like this one, reminds us that in our moments of despair and anxiety, communication, someone to listen can help restore our dignity and self-worth and can give us the strength to persevere and face the challenges of life.

Thank you for your continued and much needed support of JUMP!

- Wanda Hines
Mdirector.jump@gmail.com
In mid-August, JUMP partnered with the Vermont Interfaith Action to host the 1st Annual Compact Engagement Dinner at JUMP. The event invited families and neighbors, for whom JUMP serves as a community resource, to provide feedback and to take part in a structured conversation about community problems which impact their lives. Roughly, 65 adults and 15 children attended. Activities included: program priority feedback, small focus groups, advisory council outreach and raffle prize drawings. JUMP and VIA now have a forum to better guide our work to alleviate poverty.

JUMP’s primary objective was to explore how households are better off because of JUMP’s services - the feedback was positive. For example, “It is truly reassuring to know that there is a place I can go to fill the gaps when something unexpected happens and disturbs my delicate financial balance.”, “A less stressed Mom, is a better Mom...Thanks!”, “Cleaner laundry, better health.”, “It helps me adjust to this society.”, “My household is homeless. We know that we can gain access to vouchers for clothes and laundry cycles.”, and “My children have lots of books from JUMP.”

The 2013 Compact Engagement Report, summarizing the valuable data and information from our first Compact Engagement Dinner, will be available soon. The report will be the first step in creating the framework to measure baseline information from JUMP individuals, families and households to evaluate and improve JUMP’s work. Furthermore, the report will serve as a credible working document to endorse JUMP’s meaningful journey into the next 25 years.

Please stay tuned....
JUMP EVENTS:

The 16th Annual
RUN for JUMP...
Saturday, September 28th
Goal: raise $16,000

Burlington CROP
Hunger Walk
Sunday, October 13, starts at First Congregational Church

“The Best JUMP Supper Ever!”
November 2nd at First United Church Methodist Church of Burlington.
Two seatings: 5:00 and 6:30.
Many JUMP supporting faith communities provide delicious food representative of their faith tradition.
Contact your JUMP representative or Beth at 899-4557 to purchase Tickets.

Interfaith Thanksgiving Worship
- November 24th at First Congregational Church of Burlington, 7:00pm.

Beansie’s Bus and Neighbors “Create Caring Community”

Lois is quick to point out that this is a team effort that extends into the community of folk who live around Battery Park.

Over the years their competition for a high tally of bottles and cans has grown more intense. “The most we ever collected and gave to JUMP in a year was about $700,” says Lois. “For the last several years our donation has been about $500.”

Lois credits Beansie’s Bus with helping keep their project as lucrative as it is. “He puts a container out near the bus and asks people to place their empties there.” All the proceeds go to JUMP. “And we have neighbors who make sure to bring us their empty bottles and cans,” explained Lois. “They know we collect the money and give it to JUMP.”

Jay LaShombe, Beansie’s owner, believes it’s a simple way to give back to the community and to recycle, “We all need a little help. It’s an easy thing to do...a win-win.” Gleaning empty cans and bottles for JUMP is a community effort, and Beansie’s Bus, Lois, Holly and community neighbors are showing us how it’s done!

“JUMP for Joy”

On August 1st, the Vermont National Country Club Women’s Golf Association raised $13,800 for JUMP in conjunction with the Annual Women’s Member/Guest Golf Tournament. Local businesses and individuals generously provided sponsorships and donated items for a silent auction and raffle, while 68 women golfers enthusiastically embraced the theme of the day, “JUMP for Joy” and came prepared to lend their support.

JUMP volunteer, Amy Harrison, and JUMP board member, Suzie Crews, who are also members of the club, spearheaded the fundraising effort and committed their time and effort throughout the spring and summer to ensure the event’s success. Amy Harrison commented “We so appreciate all of our event sponsors and silent auction items donors! We’re so glad to be able to do this work for JUMP and help bring in funds, ultimately for the people who benefit from JUMP’s mission”.

JUMP would like to thank Vermont National Country Club, and specifically the Women’s Golf League members for providing a fun day for people to come out and support JUMP!

JUMP FACT: In 2012, the most requested assistance was $30,000 gas vouchers for transportation and $22,000 for food card vouchers.
"Are you an active or retired IBM employee?"

The annual IBM/ECCC campaign is about to begin. If you are planning to participate in this charitable giving campaign, we'd like to remind you that you can specifically designate JUMP (the Joint Urban Ministry Project) for all or part of your annual donation. Since JUMP is not a United Way organization, this specific designation is the only way that you can make a contribution to JUMP through the ECC. (Of course, contribution to JUMP directly or through your faith community is still an option that's open to you!)

We are grateful to all the community businesses and organizations who provide support for JUMP. And a special "thank you" to the supporting faith communities who provide 24% of JUMP's annual support.

JUMP on the web to give: www.jumpvt.org

JUMP’s on TV! Go to www.CCTV.org:
4/11/13 show: Overview of JUMP; 5/15/13 show: JUMP Vouchers - Providing Added Value
6/18/13 show: Volunteers - The Backbone of JUMP; 9/16/13 show: What’s Happening @ JUMP?